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Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am sincerely pleased to have the opportunity

to talk with you today about some ot the policies,

problems, and prospects we in the Office for Civil

Rights are facing in our compliance program at colleges

and universities throughout the country. In discussing

our program, the place to begin, I "uelieve, is with a

brief description of the kind c. of problems which our

office and concerned members of the higher education

community find existing today.

Examples of the problems are not difficult to

find.

Arthur Fletcher, the former Assistant Secretary

for Labor who spear-headed the development of the current

affirmative action requirement, has often told a moving

story about his mother, who was forced to support her

family throuah sp'crit az a (domestic woner c..7en
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though she had two college degrees.

Or we might look at a New England university

where women comprise 51% of all those graduating with

honors (and 40% of those with highest honors), yet where

the faculty is less than 11% female and the junior

faculty less than 28% female. How does this university's

record of many years of graduating women qualified by

its own standards square with its contention that it

now cannot find qualified women? That same university,

incidentally, four years ago instituted an ambitious

"upward bound" program for disadvantaged freshmen

students yet made no provisions for accommodating female

students and accepted no women into the program.

We might ask why it was necessary for our office

to have to act to help cause the reinstatement of a

black chemistry professor on a West Coast campus who

had been dismissed with questionable due process after

was bolci CYL. tO out on contro'

3
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This case, incidentally, is particularly interesting

to note in light of recent criticism in some quarters

that the Executive Order threatens to erode academic

freedom.

What conclusions should be drawn at a mid-western

university which reported to HEW a smaller percentage

of women on its faculty now than at the turn of the

century?

What should be done in a situation where a woman

faculty member and male faculty member in a mid-western

college were married and, simply by virtue of the

marriage, the woman was required to suffer a loss in

salary, a changed job description, and a loss of

important frjnge benefits, while her husband experienced

no change in his employment status or pay?

What equities operate to justify an institution's

payment to female maids of considerably less money than

the aroount 'initor6, even w"fiel:ca the rE0cord

.
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indicates that both job categories perform essentially

the same kind of work? Or is it really surprising that

our office should take enforcement action where, in the

course of a review, it finds personnel records and resumes

of women applicants who were rejected with notations by

the responsible department head that "we have enough of

these", and "sorry, but we have filled our women's quota"?

How do we and college administrators deal with

the frequent letters we see from one department head to

another beginning "We are lodking for a bright young

man..."? And what are we to say to a women faculty

member of an tIpstate New York university who testifies

that she received less favorable health insurance and

retirement plans than some of the wives of male faculty

members?

These are only a few cases, but unfortunately,

they are not isolated or exhaustive, as many more anecdotes

would idcat, Lzti
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The number of female college presidents at non-Catholic

schools, for instance, has dwindled to less than 20,

prompting one woman to note that women presidents are

now fewer than the almost-xtinct whooping crane. The

female median income was 64% cf the male rate in 1956;

it was down to 58% 10 years later. In 1899 53% of all

bachelors degrees went to women; today they receive about

40%.

We must acknowledge, of course, that the trends

of reduced comparative participation by women in higher

education cannot be explained solely on grounds of

invidious discrimination. For years, professional

opportunities for women were limited largely to education,

while more recently professional positions have opened

up somewhat in other areas of professional life. There

are indications, also, that as higher edncation

opportunities have been extended to lower income

;:amill Cr tYo
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such families have frequently supported the male metbers

of their families instead of the women. Other factors

may also enter the picture to explain these trerds, but

one should take small comfort from any of them. The

fact remains that the opportunities for women in most

areas of professional life are still to be characterized

more by their limitations on grounds of sex discrimination

than by their availability on grounds of merit. Law

firms, architect firms, and most executive suites

rarely provide women and minorities positions of

responsibility commensurate with their availability and

capability.

Attempting to sort out and correct the causes of

discrimination in any field has never been an easy or

unanimously approved task. In the past several months,

we have seen a continuing debate on the campuses about

these issues and particularly about the equal employment

cr)r)ort17.!ilt7 I 1t S of universitieq an6 collres

Federal contracts.
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It has been argued, for example, that the

enforcement of the law against discrimination in colleges

and universities will somehow compromise \What has been

described as the egalitarian principle of professional

and sdholarly excellence upon which our universities were

founded and have flourished. It has been argued that the

traditional prerogatives of departments and faculties

will be compromised by the imposition of Federal require-

ments in the hiring and promotion of faculty. It has

been argued, in summation, that unless HEW is stopped

in its enforcement efforts, the University as we know

it today will be compromised if noeadtually destroyed.

These issues are serious ones, and the concerns

expressed by responsible members of the academic

community cannot be dismissed without explanation.

am convinced, howcver, that the spectre of lost autonomy
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and diminished quality an )m,j faculties is one which has

obscured the real objective of the law against discrimin-

ation: that is, to ensure equal opportunity to all persons

regardless of their race, sex, religion, color or national

and
origin,/to enhance the opportunities available to groups

of persons previously excluded.

The question, then, is not whether institutions

of higher education ought 'c.o make special efforts to

involve those who have been traditionally excluded from

employment or educational opportunity. As a matter of

law, all institutions which benefit from taxpayer-financed

contracts have an obligation to make these efforts on

behalf of the entire public whidh supports them. But

the law, so we are taught, has a spirit as well as a

letter. And in the last two decades, perhaps no group

has sought more to advocate the real, concrete fulfillment

of the law's spirit of equality of opportunity than have

the faculti c of ouz- great (,olic:(Jes an:A

9
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Clearly, when this issue comes close to home, the

academic community's response should not be to refuse

th participate, or even to ask whether it should

participate. The response must be to seize the opportunity

to translate advocacy into results with a vigor and commit-

ment that will lead the community at large.

Executive Order 11246, which prohibits discrimin-

ation on grounds of race, sex, color, national origin

and religion by Federal contractors, has been the focus

of most of the debate within the academic community in

the past year.. This Order embodies two concepts: non-

discrimination and affirmative action.

Nondiscrimination requires the elimination of all

*/

remnants of discriminatory treatment, whether purposeful

or inadvertent. Affirmative action requires the

contractor to go beyond a purely passive stance of not

discriminating by requiring him to seek to employ members

of gro-ps tradir.ionally been excluded, ne3y
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mitigating the effect of discrimination in society at

the
large. The premise of/affirmative action concept of the

Executive Order is that systemic discriminatior in employ-

ment has existed, and unless positive action is taken,

a benign neutrality today will only preserve yesterday's

conditions and project them into the future.

The affirmative action concept requires a con-

tractor to determine whether women and minorities are

"under utilized" in its employee workforce and, if that

is the case, to develop as a part of its affirmative

action program specific goals and timetables designed

to overcome that underutilization. Underutilization is

defined in the regulations as "having fewer women or

1/

minorities in a particular job than would reasonably be

expected by their availability." This underutilization

is distinguished from a lack of representation resulting

from discriminatory employment decisions by the contractor

himself. In a contractor mus:.: not or_ly
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remedy identified discrimination against a particular

person or group, but must also, if that group is not

fairly represented in his workforce, direct good faith

efforts to increase their number.

The affirmative action concept in the Executive

Order is one of the special characteristics whidh

distinguishes it from other anti-discrimination

legislation. It has been a well-publicized source of

consternation to some within the academic community who

believe that it is an impersonal, statistical approach

to hiring and promotion and, as such, is deterimental

to the maintenance of high academic standards.

Urcgman and minorities, on the other hand, see

the affirmative action component of the Executive Order

as constituting the most effective way of ensuring that

historic and cultural biases about the role and capabilities

of wonen and minorities do not color the decisions which

ezi,...cu itir or eploymn-L-.
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in the academic world. Affirmative action is the best,

if not the only, way of combatting the effects of broa.d-

based discrimination against qualified minorities and

women.

In reality, statistical information about the

relative availability of wpmen and minorities in the

labor force is only one factor to be considered in

assessing whether an institution has acted positively

to provide all qualified persons with an equal opportunity

for employment and advancement. The Office for Civil

Rights does not con6lude that an institution has dis-

criminated or is out of compliance solely because it

does not have a "belance" of women and minorities in a

particular job category or department. It will require,

as it has in the past, that where women and minorities

are not present in numbers which might be expected by

their general availability in the area from which the

institution mav .1:ec.ruit, then genuinc;
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tangible efforts must be made to locate them and encourage

their candidacy. We are equally concerned, of course,'

to see that these efforts are productive.

Similarly, where few women ancl minorities are

found in the upper ranks of the administration or

.faculty, it is the responsibility of the Office for

Civil Rights to inquire into the situation, to determine

whether this has resulted from policies or practices

whidh unfairly deny full opportunity to qualified women

and minorities. In short, we are not in a "numbers game."

We do believe, however, that statistical evidence of

gross deficiencies can serve as an important indicator

to the university as well as our office that the policies

and practices of that department ought to be carefully

examined.

The requirement of goals and timetables to remedy

discrimination or underutilization has also been the

subject of some , exqtration and dic.t..orn.

14
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The confusion seems to center on just what goals mean,

and particularly whether they are rigid levels of emplOy-

ment referred to usually as "quotas." In the field of

contract compliance, goals do LA function as quotas,

and the difference between the two is not semantic.

Quotas, on the one hand, implies a numerical

level of employment that must be met if the employer

is not to be found in violation of the law. If quotas

were required, they would be rigid requirements, and

their effect would be to compel employment decisions to

fulfill them, regardless of the compromising effect ful-

fillment might have on legitimate qualifications and

standards, regardless of the good faith effort made to

fulfill them, even where the results were to fall short

of the mark, and regardless of the fact that quotas

might have been set by arbitrary standards unrelated

to the availability of capable applicants and the

potenti1 of Uc c7inractor to recrvtt thcm.
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Goals, on the other hand, signify a different

concept and a different employment process. They are

projected levels of achievement resulting from an

analysis by the contractor of his deficiencies, and of

what he believes he can do about them if he really tries.

Establishing goals signifies both that the contractor

has made such an analysis, and that he has, as a result,

committed himself to a process likely to ensure that he

will undertake those good faith efforts of which he is

capable.

In contrast to the use of quotas, the achievement

of goals does not become the sole or even primary

measurement of a contractor's compliance. Good faith

efforts remain the standard of compliance set by the

Executive Order; goals remain as a barometer of good

faith performance for the contractor and the compliance

agency to use. If the contractor falls short of his

goals

16
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that failure in itself requires not a conclusion of

noncompliance, but a determination by the contractor

as to what went wrong. If it appears that the cause

for failure was the setting of goals which later

proved unrealis:Ac in light of changed employment

market conditions, or the like, but the record

discloses that the contractor's program of good

faith efforts was followed, he has complied

with the letter and spirit of the Executive Order.

When used correctly, goals are merely an indicator

of probable good faith achievement, not a rigid or

exclusive measure of performance.

17
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I should emphasize that nothing in the Executive

Order requires that a university contractor eliminate .

or dilute standards which are necessary to the successful

performance of the institution's educational and research

functions. The affirmative action concept does not

require that a university employ or promote any person

who is less qualified to a position than other applicants

or employees who are competing for that position. The

concept does require, hawever, that any standards or

criteria which have had the effect of excluding women

and minorities be eliminated, unless, of course, it can

somehow be demonstrated that such criteria are essential

to successful performance in the particular position

involved and necessary to the educational and researbh

functions of the institution.

It also requires that genuine and effective

efforts be made to locate and recruit qualified members

of thosE.: -"v-
t. 7. '_ A
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from opportunities for employment or advancement.

Further, reasonable efforts must be made by the institution

to eliminate any obstacles within its structure or

operation which have prevented certain groups from

securing the qualifications necessary to meet the

institution's standards for employment.

The impact of the requirements set forth in the

Executive Order and its implementing regulations on

college and university employment policies, and particularly

in the faculty area, is certain to be profound.

In the first place, universities have developed

in a curiously decentralized manner which difuses

authority and responsibility for personnel matters

through a number of levels. All of you are no doubt aware

of the provision in the 1966 Statement on Government of

Colleges and Universities which states that "Faculty

status and related matters are primarily a faculty

-19



In the second place, a great many colleges and

universities have been slow to develop systematic ways

of keeping track.of who is in their employment ranks.

Matters such as recruitment and hiring policy have in

many institutions been implemented on an ad hoc basis,

and the grounds for making decisions as to who will go

and who will stay are not always susceptible to measure-

ment.

In the third place, institutions of higher

education have been singularly reluctant to admit any

sort of external influence on the policies and practices

which govern their operationsand their faculties in

particular. While this reluctance may be rooted in

e/

an understandable skepticism about the corrosive

influence of any outside institutials--private, quasi-

public or governmental--certainly there should be

agreement that this fear cannot be so generalized and

overstated as to perpa,tuau,:::.

ao
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women and minorities, or relegate them to a low status

and pny on the basis of cultural stereotypes and

assumptions.

Another point which has been raised in the context

of the debate to which I have referred is the matter of

the effect of the affirmative action concept and the

enforcement actions of the Office for Civil Rights on .

the exercise of academic freedom. Frankly, I fail to

see how enforcement of the Executive Order or the

implementation of an affirmative action plan can be

construed as an interference with academic freedom.

The equal employment opportunity concept does not

imply interference wlth the freedom of teachers to

conduct research, to publish their results, to teach

their subjects in the classroom, or to discuss any

subject or take a position on any matter inside or

outside the classroom. It does not presume to interfere

With fas:culzy
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to their students, to their professions, to their

institutions, to their communities or to society.

I have never understood academic freedom to

include the freedom to deny a qualified person an

opportunity for appointment or advancement because of

race or sex, or the right to pay one person less than

a person of another race or sex performing the same

job.

Neither do I understand academic freedom to be

a justification for making faculties into men ' s clubs,

entrenched in their "old boy" methods of recruitment,

prejudiced in their highly personalized, subjective

judgments on tenure and promotion, and irrationally
/

resistant to the prospects of any change in the

university's employment policies.

In short, I simply Co not understand the reluctance

with which too many university administrators -and



and profiles, to determine whether discrimination

exists and how it may best be remedied. Surely it is

no violation of academic freedom to seek redress for

years of admitted employment: injustice.

All of us in the Office for Civil Rights hope

that the community of higher education will join us in

viewing the requirements of the Executive Order not as

a threat to the principle of selection on the basis of

merit, or to the autonomy of the academic community,

but as furthering the goals which the overwhelming

majority of that community has honestly articulated for

. years. We hope that institutions of higher education

will use the ingenuity and expertise in devising remedial

programs which they have readily applied to other areas

of endeavor. Universities have business administration

and management expertise which could design programs

voluntarily, promptly, and clearly sufficient to meet
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employment opportunity. Many of their faculties

advise private industry on these very same issues. The

efforts which have gone into the seardh for hidden

talent and diversity in freshman classes are ready for

translation into searches for hidden talent and diversity

on faculties and staffs.

Notwithstanding these considerations, we have

seen much agonizing over the equal employment opportunity

requirements in colleges and universities. I am reminded

of the statement of an equal employment officer for the

U. S. Post Office Department. Several years ago the

postmaster of a southern city said he just didn't know

how he could possibly comply with the equal opportunities

requirements without "discrimination in reverse." The

equal opportunity officer, who was black, simply said:

"Try, Mr. Postmaster, to use as much ingenuity in getting

us in as you halve used in keeping us out."

new ideas,.tlilS does not seem to us tOThe an uhftiasonaMe task.
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